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SCANProudly Built 
in the USA

POWER AND PERFORMANCE. ANYWHERE.

CONTACT
Sales@CorrAviation.com

Starting at $65,000

GROUND 
POWER UNIT PURCHASE

- In-House Financing Options 
   Are Available 
LEASE
- 60-Month Term Period

RENTAL
- Annual, Monthly, Weekly Rental Rates  
- Event/Fleet Rates Available
- Lease To Own

 15’ Length - 6.5’ Width - 5’ Height
 Deutz Turbo Diesel Engine
  - Tier 4 Compliant
  - 28 Hour Run Time*
  - 28.5 VDC Output
 State-Of-The-Art DC Voltage Regulator 
 For Modern-Day Airframes
 3000 Starting Amps Peak* 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS PROGRAM OPTIONS
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Taylor Power Systems is a part of The Taylor 
Group of Companies established by W. A. Taylor 
Jr. in 1986 to distribute industrial engines and 
manufacture generator sets. Taylor Machine 
Works has been designing and building high 
quality industrial lift equipment for more than  
90 years. Taylor Power Systems provides that 
same quality and integrity in designing and 
building dependable prime and standby power 
generation resources in a variety of challenging 
and critical environments.
For over 30 years, Taylor Power Systems has 
established a solid reputation for dependability, 
innovation, and service as a premier, made-in-
Mississippi, generator manufacturer. We design, 
engineer, manufacture, and service generators for 
the oil and gas, industrial, commercial, business, 
health care, telecommunications, municipalities, 
rental, transportation, agricultural, and any 
standby or prime power needs.
Located in Clinton, Mississippi, Taylor Power 
Systems main office and production facility 
includes more than 300,000 sq. ft. of office, 
training and production manufacturing space, 
giving Taylor Power the technological resources to 
produce the finest power-generating resources for 
a variety of needs.

FEATURES
Highway capable trailer design allows for easy 
transportation and accessibility at airports 
without ground power capabilities

Folding stowable forward tricycle gear to allow 
for towing with either a highway capable vehicle 
or a standard tug application.

Tracking and monitoring via Taylor Telematics, 
an integrated system allowing owners to view 
usage, view fuel levels, monitor service intervals, 
and power off the machine without ever 
touching the unit

Automatic shut down capabilities in the event of 
engine overheat, low fuel, low oil, low pressure, 
or an exceedance in power output

A rugged design and ergonomic housing allows 
for both ease of use and the ability to sustain 
general wear and tear associated with travel

Locked storage spaces have ample room to 
house support tools, parts, and cables while 
ensuring the utmost in security

Ample lighting contained both under the chassis 
for ground coverage and amber safety running 
lights to easily identify the unit in a ramp-side 
environment

Each unit comes with a 12 month/3,000 hour 
manufacturer’s warranty

Founded in 2019, Corr Aviation is a leading 
provider in aviation maintenance, aircraft detailing, 
and ground handling services in the United States. 
Operating under a FAA Part 145 designation, 
Corr Aviation’s capabilities cover a full array of 
services to assist any aircraft operator for technical 
and aesthetic services. A fleet of AOG recovery 
vehicles, mobile power sources, detailing vehicles, 
and a Cessna Caravan EX make Corr Aviation 
able to service its customers at both large and 
small airports to ensure that an aircraft is returned 
to service and has been effectively cleaned to 
preserve the aircraft quality. Based in Oxford, MS, 
the Corr Aviation team can dispatch regionally to 
support your fleet with specialization in Embraer, 
Citation, and Challenger product lines.

With over 100 years of technical experience 
in private aviation, the team at Corr Aviation 
understands first-hand the on-the-job requirements 
of performing the tasks with precision and 
professionalism, both in the hangar and on the 
road. As the Exclusive Distributor of all Taylor 
Power System GPUs, the Corr Aviation team 
will keep a power supply mobile, ready, and able 
to return your aircraft to service sooner than any 
other product on the market.

THE NAMES BEHIND THE PRODUCT

CAN YOUR GPU DO THIS?
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